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ABOUT THE PROJECT
OUR MISSION
The Solid Waste Authority of Central (SWACO), Columbus Fashion Alliance (CFA), and Mive
Labs are teaming up to conduct a comprehensive analysis of textile waste within Central
Ohio and develop solutions to decrease textile and fashion waste in our local landfill.
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, in 2018, 17 million tons of textile
waste was generated and 66% of it ended up in landfills. It's estimated that Central Ohio
currently landfills more than 80,000 tons of textile waste annually. We aim to identify key
generators, understand the movement of unwanted clothing and textiles, and ultimately
develop circular strategies and partnerships to reduce waste and divert the amount of
textile and clothing waste being landfilled.
WHO WE ARE
About SWACO
The Solid Waste Authority of Central Ohio (SWACO) serves the Franklin County region by
providing environmentally sustainable solutions for managing solid waste. We are one of
52 solid waste districts created by the Ohio General Assembly in 1989. These districts
were established with the mission of reducing reliance on landfills. Acting upon that
mission, SWACO has established a goal of diverting 75% of the waste from the landfill by
2032 by supporting effective waste reduction, recycling and composting solutions.
About the Columbus Fashion Alliance
Columbus Fashion Alliance is a collective of creatives, passionate about the fashion
industry in Columbus, Ohio. Their goal is to support the creation and growth of creatives
and fashion based business through multiple facets. First, they look to educate their
members and the community with skills that add value to their brands and increase their
knowledge as a professional. They are constructing facilities that house industrial-grade
equipment, such as sewing machines, sergers, DTG, fabric and screen printers etc., with
which their members have access in order to build a business without the overhead of
this incredibly useful, but expensive equipment. They coach their members and
community on how to go from conception to production and all the areas in between.
Lastly, they look to create opportunities to connect artists with retail professionals and
find opportunities that are mutually beneficial.
About Mive Labs
Mive Labs is a regenerative and resilient design consultancy, currently specializing in
operations, product, and urban design. Mive Labs was birthed out of research and
product design projects of Mive’s made-to-measure, slow fashion marketplace founded in
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2018. Co-founders Maya and Mica Caine are twin sisters, born and raised in Columbus,
Ohio. They are mid-career digital strategy and product management professionals with a
passion to build regenerative ecosystems that support our future world.
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OUR WORK
Over the course of this project, we will
gather insights from various community
partners to guide our research and
recommendations. We are looking to

Donation centers

establish community partners in the

Resell/vintage/consignment

following areas:

Large retailers

JOIN THE MOVEMENT BY PARTNERING

Local retail shops

WITH US!

Shopping centers

The development of effective waste

Textile mills

management strategies rely on the

Waste management services

transparent participation of community
partners. What does this partnership

Colleges/universities

entail? We ask that you participate in an

Non-profits

informational interview and complete a

Independent fashion designers

questionnaire about your organization. All
information collected will be confidential,
and aggregated amongst other peers in
our final report.
If you have any additional questions

Returns/shipping entities
Production facilities
Commercial uniforms/linens
Consumers

please contact Andrew Booker or Maya
Caine via email at
andrew.booker@swaco.org or
maya@mivelabs.com

JOIN THE

MOVEMENT

